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Ladies and gentlemen, 

 

I would like to first welcome  

all our distinguished guests and participants to the side event  

“Role of ODA for Sustaining Peace,” organized by the government o

f the Republic of Korea, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, KOICA, and the K

orea NGO Council for Overseas Development Cooperation. 

We are here today together to celebrate the High-level Political Forum 

on Sustainable Development 2018. 

 

I would also like to thank our panelists from  

the Asia Development Alliance,  

New York University Center on International Cooperation,  

CIVICUS, UNDP, UN SDG Action Campaign,  

UN Women, and PNND for taking time to be part of the event. 

 

[Peace and SDGs] 

Recent UN reports tell us that last year alone, 



more than ten thousand children lost their lives in armed conflicts th

at have devastated Yemen, Syria, Iraq, South Sudan, and other such 

regions. 

 

Wars and terrorism continue to rage on across the world, 

and rob refugees of their homes.  

In the meantime, the poor and vulnerable fall victim to 

violence, unfair judicial process, corruption, and by many other discr

iminatory activities.  

 

As the former UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan emphasized, 

“we cannot enjoy development without security.” 

Peace by itself is a goal and a core value 

as much as it is a critical precondition to achieving the other SDGs. 

 

Led by UN, 

the international community has therefore set out to 

advance the causes of peace, human rights, 

and democracy by creating a peaceful and inclusive society. 

This can be achieved by ensuring justice  

and the rule of law for all, 

building a system that is effective,  

responsible, and embracing as underlined in SDG 16. 

 



Committed to such causes, 

Data Initiative, Pathfinder for Peaceful, Just and Inclusive Societies, 

SDG 16+ Forum, Community of Democracies,  

World Bank’s Pathways for Peace, TAP Network,  

and other such international organizations  

have taken meaningful actions to advance peace and SDG 16.  

 

KOICA has also joined in such efforts, and today’s event  

is a part of such actions we have taken. 

 

[Peace and Korean Peninsula] 

I personally feel that the issue of peace and security  

is most dear to the hearts of all Koreans. 

In fact, Koreans were used to live in constant fear,  

worried that war might break out as the inter-Korean relation 

mostly turned out to be unpleasant since the Korean War. 

 

The conflict between North and South Korea  

has been the greatest obstacle to ensuring sustainable peace, 

economic growth, human rights, and democracy.  

 

However, Koreans have continued to fight for the 

advancement of human rights and democracy.  

Our dedication was shown in the April 19th Revolution of 1960,  



the movement in June 1987,  

and the candlelight movement of 2016.  

Every 30 years, Korean citizens stepped forward 

to realize their dream, a dream of an advanced democratic society. 

 

The fruit of the 2016 candlelight movement is being witnessed in t

he current Moon Jae-in administration. 

We are now working towards genuine prosperity and building a peac

eful regime on the Korean peninsula.  

 

Thanks to such hard work by the Korean government,  

‘peace’ is showing its true shape on the Korean Peninsula. 

 

In January, South and North Korea have resumed the high-level sum

mit.  

In February, PyeongChang 2018 Olympic Winter Games created a fa

vorable mood for the peace process to get back on track. 

On April 27th, a historic summit took place at Panmunjom between t

he two Koreas, which bore fruit by adopting the Panmunjom Declar

ation.  

And on June 12th, the U.S. President Donald Trump and Kim Jong-

un met at Singapore and signed a joint statement.  

As you all know, it was the first ever summit meeting between the 

United States and North Korea.  



 

Truly we are at a ‘historical juncture’ 

where fear is about to turn into hope for peace.   

 

To turn the peace of the Korean Peninsula into reality, 

support, solidarity, and action is needed most strongly from you and

 as well from the international community as a whole. 

 

We can see that the miracle of peace that Korea is about to enjoy 

is a message of hope to other countries and regions around the worl

d that are suffering from years of conflict and confrontation. 

 

I was surprised and also very glad to hear 

that after the inter-Korean summit,  

there were voices in India and Pakistan 

saying that they too should find an opportunity for reconciliation 

and put an end to their conflicts and wars 

“like South and North Korea” have done. 

 

And on May 24th, the historic turning point  

when the Punggye-ri nuclear test site was closed, 

UN Secretary-General António Guterres launched the new agenda titl

ed “Securing our common future: an Agenda for Disarmament” in G

eneva.  



It was impressive to see that the direction and timing of Korea ’s pe

ace-building process was closely related with  

those of the world’s endeavor to build sustaining peace. 

 

In other words, 

Korea’s change for peace  

is having a ‘butterfly effect.’ 

 

I sincerely wish that the flutter of Korea’s butterfly wings 

inspires other nations to end conflict and war and recover peace, 

encouraging more communities and countries around the world 

to discuss peace and align it with action. 

 

That wave of peace will come back to us eventually, positively, 

and help us to build an even stronger peace regime  

on the Korean peninsula. 

   

In the wake of such peaceful change, 

I feel that today’s event on sustainable development, peace and ODA

 is all the more timely and meaningful for us at KOICA and for So

uth Korea.  

 

 



[KOICA: Peace through ODA] 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

 

After serving 20 years in the civic sector and another 20 years as a

 member of the National Assembly,  

I have been entrusted with an important mission as the President of 

KOICA last November. 

 

For the past 40 years, I have worked into the truth of Japan ’s comf

ort women and to bring back dignity and honor to victims. 

I worked for the dispatch of the UN Peacekeeping Forces to East Ti

mor. 

I worked with women in South and North Korea as well as Japanes

e women to prepare for the international symposium on ‘Peace in A

sia and Role of Women.’ 

I worked as part of Parliamentarians worldwide for Nuclear Non-Prol

iferation and Disarmament comprised of 200 members of parliament 

in 40 countries around the world. 

 

As a civil activist and a parliamentarian, my objectives were focused

 consistently on promoting Human Rights, accomplishing gender equ

ality, improving democracy, and in realizing sustaining peace. 

 

And at this point of time as the President of KOICA, multifarious g



lobal challenges are just so emerging in a unprecedented pace, challe

nging peace, but at the same time sincerely raising hope for sustaini

ng peace. 

 

The administration of Moon Jae-in declared 3P, People, Peace, and 

Prosperity, as the core value in conducting ROK’s foreign policy, w

hich aligns more than accurately with the value of my life-long obje

ctives and that of KOICA’s. 

 

United Nations and the World Bank grounded a shared commitment 

for conflict prevention and sustaining peace by launching a study titl

ed “Pathways for Peace.” 

 

And at a historical time when the Secretary-General of the United N

ations brought up a subject of conversation on disarmament, 

I could not suppress my worries on ‘what can KOICA possibly do f

or peace’ as the President of an organization that generalize ROK’s 

grant aid ODA.  

 

Delivering significant contribution to the achievement of SDGs 16 an

d in realizing sustaining peace is not a simple task, as peace is a c

omprehensive, multi-layered goal that is a prerequisite and an enable

r for development. 



 

Although KOICA is delivering various projects like as one on unexp

loded bomb removal, it could be a peripheral, piece-part solution tha

t has certain limits if we consider the vastness and the complexity o

f the concept of peace. 

 

Thus, proposals that remains in the realm of business as usual, like 

that of which simply aims to decrease poverty or to improve govern

ance, should evolve into a more specific and distinctive concept. 

 

I hope the invaluable experience and wisdom that all 

the renowned experts share here and now 

will provide the beginning step for solving  

the question that I have raised a moment ago. 

 

However, there is one thing that I can say for certain today. 

 

If we could successfully settle the historical peace process going on 

in the Korean Peninsula with our collective efforts, 

we will learn valuable lessons that could be conducive  

in stepping a foot closer to sustaining peace in areas that are in the

 middle of a prolonged and arduous journey of conflict and underde

velopment. 

 



For realizing and sustaining continuous peace, 

what did stakeholders like as governments and civil societies discuss

 and implement? 

What were their role in achieving it? 

How did the cost of conflict that were once beyond reckoning 

bore fruit as a source of real prosperity and development? 

 

The lessons learnt from the questions will catalyze new inspirations 

and willpower for the realization of sustaining peace and for ensurin

g a world that leaves no one behind. 

 

Once again, before I step down from the podium,  

I would like to sincerely ask for your support and warmth for peace

 in the Korean Peninsula,  

and wish for this event to draft meaningful results. 

 

 

Thank you. 

 


